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Abstract
At the state-of-the-art in drug discovery, one of the key
challenges is to develop high-throughput screening
(HTS) techniques that can measure changes as a
continuum of complex phenotypes induced in a target
pathogen. Such measurements are crucial in
developing therapeutics against diseases like
schistosomiasis, trypanosomiasis, and leishmaniasis,
which impact millions worldwide. These diseases are
caused by parasites that can manifest a variety of
phenotypes at any given point in time in response to
drugs. Consequently, a single end-point measurement
of ‘live or death’ (e.g., ED50 value) commonly used for
lead identification is over-simplistic. In our method to
address this problem, the parasites are tracked during
the entire course of (video) recorded observations and
changes in their appearance-based and behavioral
characteristics quantified using geometric, texturebased, color-based, and motion-based descriptors.
Subsequently, within the on-line setting, machine
learning techniques are used classify the exhibited
phenotypes into well defined categories. Important
advancements introduced as a consequence of the
proposed approach include: (1) ability to assess the
interactions between putative drugs and parasites in
terms of multiple appearance and behavior-based
phenotypes, (2) automatic classification and
quantification of pathogen phenotypes. Experimental
data from lead identification studies against the
disease Schistosomiasis validate the proposed
methodology.

1. Introduction
The ability to purposively interact with molecular
targets in a therapeutically relevant manner constitutes
one of the great achievements of modern scientific
development. From a scientific and technological
perspective, the state of the art in modern drug
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discovery has involved investigating a large number of
drug-like molecules using medium or high-throughput
assays to identify the final drug candidate(s). Once a
disease target has been identified, the efforts are
typically centered around two inter-related foci: (1)
combinatorial chemistry, which allows dense sampling
of the chemical (structural and physicochemical) space
and (2) high throughput screening to rapidly test the
efficacy of the compounds synthesized using
combinatorial chemistry against a molecular target or a
pathogen with the goal of identifying lead compounds
that interact with the target at desired (typically nanomolar) concentrations.
One of the important challenges in modern drug
screening lies in developing rigorous and reproducible
means of measuring and recording the effects of
compound action on pathogens for which the effect of
a putative drug can lead to multiple and changing
phenotypes which, while therapeutically relevant, can
not be accurately measured by typical end-point assays
recording live/dead effects [9]. For example, in the
case of the disease Schistosomiasis, such an effect may
be introduced through an overactive motion phenotype
which impairs the ability of adult worms to maintain
position within the bloodstream. Similar challenges
also occur during lead identification against other
diseases caused by multi-cellular pathogens such as
African trypanosomiasis and leishmaniasis.
In this paper we introduce an image (video) analysisbased approach to quantify and identify phenotypes
exhibited by multi-cellular parasites during drug
screening. For the sake of specificity, we focus on the
disease Schistosomiasis which affects over 200 million
people worldwide and leads, among other clinical
symptoms, to chronic illness impacting internal organs,
impairment of growth and cognitive development in
children, and immune reaction. In this paper, we focus
on the immature schistosomulum stage (plural
schistosomula).

2. Problem Characteristics and Challenges
Schistosomula can display different and often multiple
phenotypes that change over time in response to
different compounds being tested. An example is
presented in Figure 1. It is important to note that the
variations in the phenotypes can be appearance-based,
motion/behavior-based or a combination. In recent
research [1] screened a range of drug-like compounds
against schistosomula and six stable phenotypes were
manually identified to have occurred. These were
descriptively named: “dead”, “overactive”, “slow”,
“rounded”, “dark”, and “degenerate but mobile”.
Significantly, it was also observed that a phenotype
could be transient and change to another over time. For
instance, within 10 minutes of exposure to the drug
PZQ an overactive phenotype was elicited. This
phenotype
changed
to
a
combination
of
“overactive/degenerate but mobile” by 7 days. Thus,
the key problem characteristics and challenges can be
described as follows:
• Algorithmic characterization and identification of
phenotypes: Manual phenotype characterization
requires highly-trained scientists and limits
throughput. More significantly, it is inherently
subjective. Furthermore, subtle phenotypes or
phenotypes that are expressed over time periods
longer than human attention span are difficult to
capture accurately. Development of algorithms
that provide rigorous, unbiased, and reproducible
characterization of phenotypes based on analysis
of video or image-based recording of the assay is
therefore a key necessity.
• Phenotype
quantification:
Algorithmic
characterization
of
phenotypes
requires
quantitative
phenotype
descriptors.
Such
descriptors must precisely capture appearancebased, geometric, motion-based, and behavioral
characteristics of the organism being studied.
Further, they should be efficiently computable so
as to be incorporable in high-throughput systems.
• Ability to track the transient nature of phenotypes:
Since phenotypes can change with time, a
phenotype identification framework needs to be
applicable in dynamic settings.
• Robustness with respect to the data and noise
characteristics: As can be seen from Figure 1, a
variety of factors can influence the accuracy of
phenotype identification. These include: (a)
variations in phenotype exhibited by parasites
within a single frame/image, (b) image artifacts
introduced by the culture medium, which typically
show up as blobs of varying sizes and intensitytextures in the background, (c) close proximity of
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the parasites that can complicate segmentation,
and (d) sub-optimal imaging conditions due effects
such as uneven illumination or pseudo-shadows
from the well walls.
Multi-parasite analysis and high data volume of
HTS: In the limit, an automated phenotype
analysis system should be able to continually
monitor the parasites over long time intervals
(potentially multiple days) and detect any changes
that occur. The problem is exacerbated by the fact
that in high-throughput settings, experiments can
be conducted in 96-wells or 384-wells, with each
well containing multiple parasites being exposed
to one or more compounds. Even at low-frame
rates, image-based monitoring of such experiments
would lead to significant data. One possible way
to ameliorate this challenge is through the design
of on-line analysis and classification techniques
where only a small fraction of the data is required
to be in-memory at any time.

Figure 1: Example of appearance-motion phenotypes
exhibited by the schistosomula when exposed to different
drugs; (A) control (B) slow-and-dark phenotype, when
exposed to the cysteine protease inhibitor K777, and (C)
dark-slow-dead phenotype due to the action of the drug
Praziquantel (PZQ).

3. Prior Research
Efforts in algorithmic phenotyping have till date
almost exclusively focused on the nematode C. elegans
– a well established model-organism. In [10] the shape
of the C. elegans body was described through a curve
that passes through the center of the body and positions
along this curve were computed using the Frenet
equations. Subsequently, the variation in the body
shape was analyzed during small changes in the
temperature; analysis of the covariance matrix of the
angles along the body showed that the four largest
eigenvectors accounted for 95% of the shape variance.
In [6] the authors proposed a variety of parameters for
quantifying shape and movement parameters of C.
elegans. These parameters were compared for a small
set of mutant worms for which the signaling network
controlling acetylcholine release at neuromuscular
junction was affected. The parameters included
velocity of the worm centroid, worm velocity along its

track, amplitude, and frequency of body bending.
Finally, in [7] a number of numerical features were
proposed for characterization of C. elegans motion and
classification-regression trees (CART) were used for
subsequent phenotype identification.
While related to the above, phenotypic analysis of
schistosomula involves greater complexity; unlike C.
elegans, phenotypes in schistosomula are not just
shape and motion-based but based on changes in color
and appearance. Further, the motion patterns of
schistosomula are contraction-based and accompanied
by greater shape perturbations when compared to those
of C. elegans. Finally, in HTS settings, multiple worms
in each well need to be tracked and their phenotypes
analyzed. In terms of the complexity of image analysis,
this setting differs significantly from those used in [6,
7, 10], where a small number of worms were placed in
large petri-dishes and imaged. In the context of
designing
drug
screening
strategies
against
Schistosomiasis, in [1], a semi-automated, three stage,
phenotypic screen workflow was proposed. The
experience gathered from this research has had
significant influence on our problem formulation.
Consequently, in the following we briefly review it and
point the interested reader to [1] for details.
The framework in [1] combined automation and
robotics in combination with visual (manual)
inspection and identification of phenotypes in S.
mansoni. The strategy (see Figure 2) started with the
schistosomular stage of the parasite adapted to a 96well plate format. Hits were subsequently screened in
vitro against adult parasites and finally screened for
efficacy in a murine model of disease. Two GO / NO
GO criteria filters in the workflow prioritized hit
compounds for tests in the animal disease model and in
accordance with a target drug profile that demanded
short-course oral therapy. In this workflow the
screening complexity was controlled to allow
interfacing large compound libraries with the S.
mansoni schistosomulum stage. For example, the more
limiting adult stage was placed downstream as a
component in the workflow prior to prosecuting hit
compounds in the animal disease model. In cases
where small numbers of compounds needed to be
screened, the workflow could operate nonhierarchically with screening of both the
schistosomulum and adult stages.
Phenotype
identification/scoring constituted a critical step in the
screening process. Three scientists were trained in
qualitative phenotype scoring and classification using a
collection of 160 diverse toxic and bioactive
compounds from (http://www.msdiscovery.com/). To
avoid bias, each scientist visually scored phenotypes
‘blind’ both to knowledge of the contents of each 96well screening plate and the phenotypes scored by the

other scientists. Upon completion, each scientist’s
observations were compared to derive a consensus set
of observations. Discrepancies, if any, were reevaluated and resolved. With repetitive screening of
the 160 compounds, the discrepancy rate in hit calls
between the analysts was decreased to between 1% and
5%. Where doubt still remained, a hit was called and a
phenotype ascribed. This conservative approach to
identifying hits was designed to decrease the chance of
missing any potentially interesting compound.

Figure 2: Semi-automated workflow for drug screening
against Schistosomiasis proposed in [1]. The workflow
interfaced automated compound handling with manual
phenotype analysis using qualitative scoring to identify lead
compounds.

4. Proposed Method
The ability to analyze (time-dependent) phenotypic
changes in parasites requires tracking each parasite
across the entire video sequence. This step requires an
initial segmentation. Subsequently, for each parasite, a
correspondence needs to be established between its
positions in successive frames. Once the parasites can
be tracked across the video, their appearance, shape,
and motion can be characterized at any desired time
point. The time-parameterized characteristics can
subsequently be used as input to a classification
algorithm to identify and quantify the phenotypes.
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Figure 3: Example of parasite segmentation; (A) original
frame, (B) regional maxima obtained from automatic
thresholding superimposed on original image for use as
object markers, (C) in comparison, regional maxima obtained
using the morphological technique of opening/closing by
reconstruction fails to assign markers to all parasites, and (D)
(in white) markers, object boundaries, and watershed ridge
lines superimposed on the original image.

4.1 Parasite segmentation and tracking
Parasite segmentation is complex due to the fact that
the shape and appearance of schistosomula can vary
both frame-to-frame and within frames. Further, the
parasites often occur in clumps containing multiple
individuals either in close proximity or touching each
other. Our approach to this issue consists of the
following three steps:
1. Intensity-based worm-background separation: The
procedure begins with an initial estimation of the
parasite location by fitting a bi-modal distribution to
the frame and segmenting the foreground (parasite)and background (using the Otsu algorithm). It may
be noted that even though the bi-modality
assumption is simplistic, it describes the intensity
characteristics of most images we have encountered
reasonably well. Moreover, this step is used only as
an initial estimate.
2. Segmentation using marker controlled watershed:
The watershed algorithm is often applied to the
problem of segmenting touching objects. The
watershed algorithm treats the intensity image as a
topographic surface and finds “watershed lines” and
“basins” to address the segmentation problem.
However, direct application of the watershed method
often leads to oversegmentation due to noise and/or
local irregularities in the gradient. Marker controlled
watershed, is an alternative that uses connected
components of the image, called markers, to
represent existence of objects. Given an image, the

basic steps of marker-controlled watershed include:
(a) computing foreground markers which are
connected blobs of pixels inside each object, (b)
computing background markers, (c) modifying the
segmentation function such that it has minima only
at the marker locations, and (d) computing the
watershed transform of the modified segmentation
function.
Common strategies to compute the foreground
markers include morphological techniques such as
erosion/dilation based on an appropriately defined
structure element followed by morphological
reconstruction or erosion using hand-crafted
structure elements which are applied based on the
size of the objects [11]. The approach in [11] though
highly effective in separating touching cells requires
empirical determination of the size of objects, which
are used as thresholds for switching between
different structure elements. The success of
erosion/dilation
followed
by
morphological
reconstruction also requires definition of structure
element of appropriate shape/size, which is a nontrivial task. Since the binary image obtained after
automatic thresholding can be thought of as the first
estimation of the partition, in our approach, we use
the foreground regions from this image as the object
markers (in practice prior to use, the foreground
regions are typically subjected to morphological
closing followed by erosion). The background
markers are also extracted from the binary image
after determination of the SKIZ (skeleton of
influence zones) of the foreground objects followed
by watershed transform of the distance transform of
the image. Subsequently, the gradient magnitude of
the grayscale image is modified to have regional
minima at the foreground and background marker
locations and used as the segmentation function prior
to application of the watershed transform. An
illustration of the segmentation is shown in Figure 3.
3. Morphological separation of parasites: To separate
parasites that are still touching after marker
controlled watershed segmentation, the parasite
contours are extracted and touching parasites
separated by analyzing opposing concave-convex
points. The separation is done under the condition
that each of the separated blobs contains a
foreground region marker as determined in the
previous step.
After the initial step of worm segmentation, for each
blob (worm) we measure its features. These include:
intensity/color distribution, texture features (see
Section 4.2), area (defined as the number of pixels
inside the blob), bounding box, density (defined as the
ratio of the area/bounding box area), centroid and
coordinates of boundary pixels. For tracking the blobs,

we have conducted preliminary experiments with the
graph-theoretic blob tracking approach proposed in [8]
and mean-shift tracking. In the following we briefly
describe the mean-shift tracking strategy used by us.
The mean shift algorithm is a well established nonparametric technique for determining the modes of a
sample distribution. The algorithm has recently gained
popularity in feature-based tracking [3, 4, 5, 11, 12].
The first step in mean-shift tracking is to define a
feature space (such as that described above) and
represent the reference object which is to be tracked
and a target candidate in the subsequent frame in this
space. We use normalized k-bin histograms for this
purpose. Thus, we have for the reference and target
defined at location y in the subsequent frame:

mˆ = {mˆ i }i =1...m ∧ ∑ mˆ i = 1

reference object:

(1)

i

tˆ( y ) = {tˆi ( y )}i =1...m ∧ ∑ tˆi = 1

target candidate:

(2)

i

Next, a similarity function between the objects is
defined which acts as a surrogate for a likelihood
function such that its local maxima indicates objects in
the second frame which are similar in terms of their
representation in the feature space to the reference
object being tracked. Typically, the similarity function
is regularized by masking objects with a spatial kernel
so that is smooth with respect to y. Following [4], we
use the Bhattacharyya coefficient to define the distance
between m̂ and

tˆ( y ) as:

m
d (tˆ( y ), mˆ ) = 1 − ∑ i =1 tˆi ( y )mˆ

i

(3)

B(tˆi ( y ), mˆ i ) = ∑ tˆi ( y )mˆ i denotes the
i =1

Bhattacharyya coefficient, which is the cosine of the
angle between the m-dimensional vectors.

xim , i = 1,...n be the normalized pixel locations

Let

in the reference object centered at zero. Let

π : R 2 → {1, m} map the pixels to the

feature space.
Then, the probability of a feature u in the reference
object is given by [4]:
n

mˆ u = C ∑ κ (|| xim ||2 )δ (π ( xim ) − u )

(4)

i =1

Where:

C=

∑ κ (|| x

m
i

and δ is the Kronecker delta
2

|| )

i =1

function. Similarly, if

xi , i = 1...nt are the normalized

pixel locations in the target (candidate) object centered

(5)

Where

Ct =

1
y − xi 2
κ (||
|| )
∑
h
i =1

(6)

nt

In Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), κ denotes the profile of the
Kernel function K, such that:
and K ( x ) = κ (|| x || ) .
In our research, similar to [4], the Epanechnikov kernel
profile is used. Given a reference object, finding its
corresponding instance in the next frame requires
minimizing the distance function in Eq. (3). This is
equivalent to maximizing the Bhattacharyya coefficient
B. This coefficient can be approximated [4], as shown
in Eq. (7):

κ :[0 ∞[→ R

2

B(tˆ( y ), mˆ ) ≈
C
1 m ˆ
t ( y0 )mˆ u + h
∑
2 u =1
2

nt

∑ w κ (||
i

i =1

y − xi 2
|| )
h

(7)

In Eq. (7)
m

wi = ∑

mˆ u
δ (π ( xi ) − u )
tˆu ( y0 )

(8)

To maximize Eq. (7), only the second term needs to be
maximized since the first term is independent of y.
Further, the second term represents the density
estimate with profile κ(x) at y with the data weighted as
shown in Eq. (8). The mode of this density can be
found using mean shift. If a kernel with Epanechnikov
profile is used, then recursive movement of the kernel
from location y0 to location y1 is described by the
weighted average in Eq. (9). Thus, the algorithm
iterates thru the following steps till convergence: (1)
model initialization and determination of the
Bhattacharyya coefficient for the target in the current
frame, (2) derivation of the weights from Eq. (8), and
(3) finding the next location of the target using Eq. (9).
nt

y1 = ∑ xi wi
i =1

1
n

nt
y − xi 2
|| )δ (π ( xi ) − u )
tˆu ( y ) = Ct ∑ κ (||
h
i =1

u =1

m

In Eq. (3),

at y, then the probability of a feature u in the target
object is given by [4]:

nt

∑w

i

(9)

i =1

4.2 Worm description
Appearance, shape, and motion-based descriptors are
used to characterize the phenotypes exhibited by the
schistosomula. The appearance descriptors are based
on capturing the texture and color of the parasites.

These, were computed per frame for each worm. The
computation of motion-based features (speed of
movement), on the other hand was done over multiple
frames.
The eccentricity of each worm was used to globally
characterize its shape. Texture characterization was
done using local entropy (L) and the local pixel range.
The formulae for computing these are shown in Eqs.
(10) and (11).
N

L

j =1

j =i

L = ∑ N j H j ; H j = −∑ p j log 2 p j

(10)

n

Local Range = ∑ max( I ) − min( I )

(11)

i =1

In Eq.(10), N is the total number of pixels per parasite
and pj denotes the number of intensity levels present
inside the parasite body. The local pixel range is
computed by the sum of range values (max - min)
around the centers of the 3-by-3 pixel neighborhoods,
placed at each pixel belonging to the body of a
parasite. The color of a parasite is defined as the mean
RGB values of its pixels.
Since the activity of the worms is most pronounced
in terms of the motion of their head and tail regions,
we measure its activity by considering the
displacement of the head and the tail of the worm
across every ten frames. The average displacement of
both head and tail are then used to characterize the
activity level of each worm in a given time frame of
interest.

4.3 Phenotype classification
We use the classification and regression tree (CART)
algorithm for phenotype classification. CART is a
supervised learning strategy where the training set is
analyzed according to a splitting rule and a goodness of
split criteria to create a binary tree, the internal nodes
of which represent binary decisions with respect to the
descriptor values and the leaves correspond to
phenotype classes. The goal of CART is to perform a
set of successive binary subdivisions of the training set
such that data associated with the leaf-nodes is as
homogeneous as possible. Briefly, the basic algorithm
consists of the following main steps: (1) each variable
is split at all the values it assumes, (2) a goodness of
split criteria is applied to each split point and the
reduction in heterogeneity is evaluated and the split
corresponding to the highest reduction is selected (3)
the variable (and corresponding split point) for which
the reduction in heterogeneity is the largest is then
selected as the root node. Classes are assigned to the
nodes to minimize misclassification costs. The
algorithm can incorporate variable misclassification

costs if available. The above steps are applied to each
non-terminal child node and a binary decision tree is
built. Finally, the results are pruned using crossvalidation and an optimal tree selected based on the
cross-validation error rate. In the testing phase, this
tree can be used to classify any specific parasite at any
point in time.
An important disadvantage of CART is that
confidence levels can not be associated with
predictions since the algorithm is not based on a
probabilistic model. However, the algorithm also has
some important advantages, amongst which are: (1) it
does not assume any distribution assumptions
regarding the variables, (2) it can effectively deal with
high-dimensional descriptors by using only the most
important variables in the classification, (3) it is not
affected by outliers, and finally (4) it can deal with
missing values of a variable (unless a linear
combination of variables is used as a decision rule).

5. Experimental Analysis and Results
5.1 Case Study of Tracking Accuracy
In order to illustrate the performance of the tracking
step, in Figure 4, we present the results from tracking
three parasites from a group across a sequence
consisting of roughly 300 frames. For brevity, the
results in Figure 4 show the tracking over the first 200
frames. It may be noted that the tracker was manually
initialized on the first frame and tracking maintained
by segmenting the parasites in each frame and
subsequently using the 3 main steps outlined at the end
of section 4.1. During the tracking, in certain cases the
parasites were correctly localized even though the
segmentation was not perfect. This is because, even
with poor segmentation, the mode of the likelihood
function corresponded to the correct parasite location
in the frame. A variation of this observation has also
been used in [11] for improving segmentation. It
should also be noted however, that compared to realtime tracking scenarios, low rate of translation of the
parasites implies that advanced techniques such as
predictive filtering or optimization over scale is not
needed. However, unlike real-time tracking, most
worms are self similar. Consequently, the segmentation
method, choice of the feature space, and especially the
design of the similarity function needs to be
sufficiently refined to allow successful tracking.

Figure 4: Example of parasite tracking from an “overactive”
video sequence. Three parasites are tracked across the
sequence. In the figure, the tracked positions are shown for
the first frame (initialization) and for every 25th frame
thereafter.

complex appearance-based and behavior-based
phenotypes. Unlike the case of unicellular pathogens
which are amenable to quantifiable end-point assays,
research on the problem considered by us is still in the
nascent stages. While the technical constituents of the
overall approach are variations of current ideas, the
overall framework constitutes an important proof-ofconcept. Important directions of future research include
development of mathematically rigorous generative
models of phenotypic changes to complement the
classification-driven modeling approach presented
here. Another important direction lies in the
development
of
quantitative
structure-activity
relationships modeling techniques that can relate
physical-chemical attributes of molecules to temporally
varying phenotypes.

5.2 Phenotype Classification
Four different videos each about 14 seconds long at 15
frames per second captured the phenotypes and
constituted the data. Each video was split into 2
segments approximately at the mid point. The training
data consisted of 203 parasites selected to cover the
range of exhibited phenotypes from the first set of
video segments. Ten-fold cross-validation was used to
obtain a CART classifier (average cross validation
error 0.023). The CART decision tree is presented in
Figure 4 (top). The test set consisted of 140 parasites
selected from the second set of video segments.
During training, seven phenotype classes were
identified based on the measurements of the
descriptors. Exemplars of these phenotypes are
presented in Figure 4 (bottom) and they can be verbally
described as: (1) Still, dark, highly textured, and
degenerate, (2) small movements, light and elongated,
(3) overactive, light and elongated, (4) still, semi-dark
and round, (5) still, dark and round, (6) some motion,
light and semi-degenerated, (7) still, dark, and
degenerated.
During the testing phase, the CART decision tree
was used to classify each of the 140 parasites and the
classification evaluated manually for correctness. The
performance of the classifier in terms of precision and
recall is presented in Table 1. The correct
classifications, false positives, and false negatives are
also reported in this table.

6. Conclusion
The research presented in this paper represents an early
attempt towards quantitative phenotypic drug screening
against diseases where the effect of a drug on the target
pathogen is manifested through a continuum of
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Figure 4: (Top) The CART decision tree obtained in the
learning stage after ten fold cross validation. Each terminal
node represents a phenotype. (Bottom): Examples of the
seven phenotypes obtained by analyzing the data. Two
parasites from each class are shown.

Table 1: Evaluation of the performance of the decision tree
during testing the testing stage
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